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Savannah State a
shutout to remember
For the first time in history, GSU
Volleyball shut out an opponent
s~> |§.;0m all three matches. Find

This movie provides a
humorous look at how
race, ratings, and the
pursuit of power lead to
rise and downfall
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Binge drinking and university life: Too closely related?
By Malcolm Travers

Staff Writer

Steve Neal, a 21-year-old
college student, knows he had a
good time last October when he
attended a Halloween party in
Albany Georgia. He just can't
remember it.
After downing a dozen hits of
vodka and cranberry juice, the
Albany State University senior
staggered outside and passed out
on a nearby lawn. At 3 a.m., two
strangers drove him back to
campus. He fell over a bike rack,
passed out again, then woke up to
find one of Albany's finest
snapping handcuffs on him.
The police did not press
charges, and the officer handed
Steve over to a campus security
guard, who had to drive him home
at 5 a.m. Today, the young man
has no remorse over anything
about the evening, except the
Halloween costume he was

wearing. "I was dressed like a
complete moron," Neal recalls.
"I wasn't really embarrassed
about the rest."
Binge drinking has long been
a ritual of university life. Almost
every college graduate can tell at
least a few tales about a night of
slugging shots of tequila at
sunrise or tossing drained kegs
into the president's pool. Even
Thomas Jefferson had to deal with
a group of drunken students who
caused a near riot at the school
that he founded, the University
of Virginia.
Ever since then, periodic
efforts to crack down on excessive
alcohol consumption among
students have been largely futile.
Enforcing strict rules on
university turf seemed to push
the parties off campus. Raising
the legal drinking age from 18 to
21 in the 1980s merely triggered
a boom in the business of creating

fake ID cards.
A particularly deadly sign of
the times is a phenomenon called
frontloading, in which students
drink alcohol, usually hard liquor,
in private before attending a
social event.
"It's difficult to get alcohol
when you're out because of the
age law," explains John
McKinley, a junior who lives in a
substance-free dorm at University
of Georgia. "So people say, 'I'd
better be enebriated before I go
out."'
"They must speak up for their
rights," says Henry Wechsler, a
public health expert who led a
Harvard study on Alcohol abuse.
"If your roommate gets drunk
every night, you demand either a
new roommate or that you be
moved." Wechsler is quick to
point out that he doesn't want to
get rid of drinking, just
drunkenness. With up to 85% of

college students drinking at
least some of the time, total
prohibition is not practical, he
says, but colleges can insist
on moderation and have zero
tolerance for booze-induced
violence.
"There are ways to resist
the temptation of drinking"
Mary Kay Lamparski, Health
Educator in GS's Health
Services. "Many kids give in
to the pressures of their friends
to drink, thinking they will
miss out on something if they
don't. Keep in mind that
people will ultimately respect
you for your decision not to
drink"
For more information on
binge drinking and Alchol abuse
you can contact Mary Kay
Lamparski at:
P.O. Box 8043
Phone: (912) 871-1732
email: mklampar@gasou.edu

File Photo

OUT OF CONTROL? Is binge drinking rampant on college
campuses? Many efforts to control the consumption of alcohol
among college students have failed, and the rise of fake id's and
off campus parties are becoming more popular.

Coporate trainer Bob Alexander
Reed Smith gains attention
speaks to organizatons on leadership from recent journal publications
By Amy Kirkham

Staff Writer

By LeighAnne
Burgess

Assistant News Editor

On Oct. 18, corporate trainer Bob
Alexander spoke
to the GSU College Republicans
and the Beta Alpha Psi honors accounting fraternity
in an hour long discussion on how
GSU students can
become involved
in positive leadership.
The discussion,
held in the Business Administration building, also
focused on how
students can maintain a positive atLeigh-Anne Burgess
titude throughout
their lives and how
THE MAKING OF A POSITIVE LEADER: Bob Alexander,
to incorporate it
a corporate trainer spoke to the GSU chapter of College
into their future
Republicans and the Beta Alpha Psi honors accounting
careers.
Alexander is a fraternity yesterday during an hour long seminar on how
nationally recog- GSU students can become more involved in positive
nized sales leader, leadership.
as well as an educator, and shares
his positive outlook across the
"There has never been any- person," he says.
country.
one who has had a statue erected
He has also influenced
"I believe I can do every- of them because they are nega- students by giving them strong
thing better with a positive tive or cynical," he says.
advice from which they can immental attitude. . ." he says.
As President of The prove, such as taking action to
His newest book, "Making Alexander Resource Group, accomplish their goals.
it Happen" focuses on steps Alexander's lectures have
"Logic will not change an
that individuals can take to influenced many in the business emotion, but action will," he says.
be "lead" by companies, field including members of In other words, he advises: don't
instead of being "managed." IBM, State Farm Insurance, procrastinate.
He says that this philosophy Texas Instruments, and MCI.
An alumnae of GSU,
produces more productive
His lectures are both laden Alexander bases his discussions
work rather than making with information and spiked on his own life experiences. After
employees feel as if they are with humor. Audiences find growing up in an underprivileged
being pushed to perform this helpful in understanding family, he believed in himself to
better. It drives people to their potential because he keeps accomplish all of his goals. He
succeed.
things interesting. He also has uses these examples to motivate
According to Alexander, faith in his entire audience and audiences.
the key to "making things believes that anyone can suc"It doesn't matter where you
happen" is to have a positive ceed if they try.
(students) start in life, it's where
"Failure is an event, it's not a you finish," he says.
attitude.
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I enjoy the most, " Smith said.
Dr. Smith is involved with
'many different organizations
within GSU and outside of campus. He currently is involved with
the new School of Information
Technology Task Force. This
school will be coming to GSU in
the fall of 2001. Dr. Smith is
helping set up the curriculum that
will be taught. Along with other
members of the task force, he
visited other universities that
have the Information Technology School and observed their
layouts and curriculum. GSU will
be the only university in the state
of Georgia that will have this
new school.
Since 1996, Dr. Smith has
been involved with the American
Heart Association. Smith often
participates in AMA activities
with his wife. Every year there is
a heart walk that takes place in
Savannah that Dr. Smith and his
wife participate in. He also helps
AMA with fundraising and public awareness.

--" Heart Disease and strokes,
(which are related to the heart)
are the second biggest killer in
Georgia," said Smith.
Along with AMA, Smith helps
with building a house for the local
chapter of Habitat for Humanity in
conjunction with the Pittman Park
United Methodist Church. Smith
enjoys working for habitat and he
often helps out with fundraising.
Dr. Reed Smith has passion for
teaching communication classes.
Through his years he has also
learned many lessons.
"Hard work pays off due to such
competitive field," Smith said.
Students, Faculty and staff
should all look to Smith as a leader
when it comes to his actions on and
off campus. Not only he is a respected scholar in the Communication Arts department he is also a
dedicated family man and an advocate of several local charities.
So if you're ever near the Communications Art department, stop
by and let Dr. Smith know that
his hard work is appreciated

The Communications Department at GSU it is filled with established journalists and communications scholars. However, Dr.
Reed Smith is in the spotlight
these days for his recent works
entitled, "The Radio News Quandary" and "Giving Students the
Privilege." Both works were published this summer in Feedback
Broadcast Association and College Teaching, respectively.
The "Radio News Quandary"
was based on Dr. Smith interviewing professors around the
nation who teach radio news. The
article assured students who studied radio news that jobs will be
available once they graduated,
despite the fact that news is no
longer a heavy presence on the
airwaves.
"Giving Students a Chance",
is about how students should be
pushed to do more difficult work
in order to prepare them for their
careers and help them produce a
better quality of work, which
most students are able to do,
but they don't.
"Hard work in the classroom
equals a successful career," said
Dr. Smith.
Dr. Smith, received his doctorate in Mass Communication
(Journalism) from Ohio University and has been teaching
at GSU since 1994, were he has
used his expertise (broadcasting) to help enhance the Communications Department.
Dr. Smith is currently the
broadcast sequence coordinator, which means he determines
which faculty members will
teach certain classes, equipment
purchasing and which curriculum will be taught each semester.
"Being the sequence coordinator brings upon a lot of responsibilities," said Dr. Smith.
The classes that Smith currently teaches include broadcast news, broadcast announcJordan Fidanza
ing, and international media.
"Of the many classes that I STANDING OUT: Dr. Reed Smith is in the spotlight these days
have taught Broadcast news for his recent works entitled, 'The Radio News Quandary" and
ranks in at one of the ones that "Giving Students the Privilege."
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
•Things'
; To Do at GSU

• ATTENTION: Marilyn Kalb, GSU
jsenior administrative secretary of athletics.
Jhas found a wristwatch in the vicinity of
JHanner Fieldhouse. If you feel it may be
|your watch, please contact her at 681 -5047.

Ongoing

I • Free Tutoring in several subjects:
JEnglish, history, sociology and psychology,
iall maths, chemistry, biology, and college
jeading/study skilrs. Each subject has
different hours of operation. Call 681-0321
lor more information.
I • The Christian Faculty/Staff meets
every Monday at noon in the Russell Union
Room 2044.
; • The NAACP meets every Monday at
6 p.m. in the Russell Union Room 2048.
i • BSU meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at
401 Chandler Rd. across from Johnson Hall
jind Watson Hall. BSU also has lunch every
Wednesday from 12 to 1 p.m. Everyone is
invited. For more information, contact the
BSU at 681-2241.
I • GSU Chapter of Habitat for
Humanity meets every Tuesday at 5:30
p.m. in the Russell Union Room 2044.
', ' The Young Democrats of Georgia
Southern will hold meetings every
Thursday night at 6 p.m. in the Russell
Union. Call Zach Rushing at 871-7701 for
more information, or email him at
icachrushing@mail.com for more details.
• The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) meets the first and third
Tuesday of every month at 12 p.m. in the
Technology Building Room 1116.
' • The Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers meets the first and
fhird Tuesday of every month at 5 p.m. in
(he Technology Building Room 2117.
• The GLBT Resource Center is
offering a support group for gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and transgender students, faculty,
and staff. Meetings will be on Thursday
nights from 5 - 6:30 p.m. in Russell Union

room 2072. Contact the GLBT Resource
Center at 681-5409 for more information.

October 18

•The Academic Resource Center is
hosting a workshop "Correcting Common
Sentence Errors" at 3 p.m. in the Henderson
Library Rm. 1042.
• GSU will hold a Study Abroad Fair
from 10 a.m.- 2 p.m. in the lobby of the
Russell Union.

October 20-21

• The Department of History will
sponsor "The Conference on Global
Currents in Southern History." For more
info please contact Vicki A. Smith-Davis at
681-0405.

October 21

• The Spanish Club will hold a car
wash at Arby's beginning at 10 a.m.

October 23

• The Academic Resource Center will
present academic success workshops:
"Preparation for the Reading CPE" by
DeLoach at 10 a.m. in Library room 1042,
"Preparation for the Regents' Exam" by
Tuggle at 2 p.m. in Forest room 1231,
" How to Study History Effectively" by
Downs at 11 a.m. in Forest room 1218.

October 24-25

• The Academic Resource Center will
present a Regents' Essay Review on the
24th at 2 p.m. in Library room 1042 and on
the 25th at 3 p.m. in the Library room 1042.

October 24

• GSU Student Nurses will sponsor a
blood drive from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. behind
the Russell Union.

October 26

• GSU Department of Writing and
Linguistics, the Campus Life Enrichment
Committee, and Cover to Cover
Bookstore present Jill McCorkle. The
critically-acclaimed novelist and short story
writer will give a reading at 7 p.m. in the
Foy Recital Hall. Open to public and free of
charge.

Chicken
Sandwich

October 27

• The Center for Latino Outreach
and Research Services will be hosting a
Halloween party for Hispanic children at
Sparkleberry Farm from 2:30-5 p.m.
Please call Dr. Debra Sabia at 681-5725
for any questions.
• New Student & Parent Programs,
Eagle Athletics, and the GSU
Foundation will sponsor GSU Family
Weekend. Several packages are available
including game tickets and a pre-game
barbeque. Please call 871 -1987 for more
info.
• The Deparment of Communication
Arts will hold its Annual Distinguished
Alumni Lecture at 7 p.m. in Russell Union
room 2080. A reception will follow ar
Archibald's Annex.

October 31

• Beta Beta Beta will sponsor a blood
drive from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. behind the
Russell Union.
• The GSU Musuem will hold a handson workshop that will allow participants to
make (and take home) three different kinds
of mask from 1-3 p.m. Appropriate for
' school-age children. Call 681-0147 to
register (space is limited to 30 participants).

November 3

• The GSU planetarium will present a
star show of the current night sky and current
space missions. Telescopic viewing of the
Moon, Jupiter and Saturn outdoors, if clear,
following the presentation. The Statesboro
Astronomy Club will meet following the
presentation/observing. For more info,
contact the Physics Dept. at 681-5292.
• The Spanish Club will hold a car
wash at Arby's beginning at 10 a.m.

December 2

• The GSU planetarium will present a
star show of the constellations, planets,
meteors and other sky objects visible during
the holiday season. A partial solar eclipse
will occur on Christmas Day and instruction
will be given on how to safely view it. The
Statesboro Astronomy club will meet before
the presentation. For more info, contact the
Physics Dept. at 681-5292.

U-SAVE

AUTO RENTAL

Open 'til 1AM
J. Thursday-Friday-Saturday

Statesboro Only
Limit Two per Coupon
Expires 12/15/00

Time for
a Roadtrip

[

POLICE BEAT

GSU Public Safety
October 14

• Alex Harbin reported someone
entered his vehicle and took his wallet in
the Paulson parking lot.
• Charlene Harrell reported someone
entered her vehicle and took a cellular
phone in the Paulson parking lot.
• A case of simple battery was reported
at Paulson stadium.

October 15

• Christopher W. Wright, 20, 101
Olympic Blvd., was. charged with DUI
and open container violation.
• Samuel James Ellenburg, 25, 805
Robin Hood Trail, was charged with
obstruction and disorderly conduct.

October 16

• Hubert Schaaf reported two chairs
were taken from the Paulson parking lot.
• David Beaubien reported two coolers

were taken from his vehicle in the Paulson
parking lot on Oct. 14.
• Guy Browning reported a camera,
cell phone, and a table were taken from
his vehicle in the Paulson parking lot on
Oct. 14.
• A fight was reported at the
Recreational Activity Center.
• Joseph Herndon reported his watch
was taken from the Recreational Activity
Center.

October 17

• David Neal Embry, 18, 2236
Winburn Hall, was charged with
disorderly conduct and minor in
possession/consumption of alcohol.

Statesboro Police Department
October 15

• Jessie William Nelson, 220 E. Main
St., was arrested for theft by taking.
• Kennick Bryant, 18, 230 Lanier Dr.

#171, reported lost or stolen property.
• Zachary S. Houston, 19,99 Grady Johnson
Rd. #56, reported someone entering an auto.
• Tiffany Pitts, 19, 109 Harvey Drive Apt.
26, reported simple battery.

October 16

• Sara Bargy, 8B Dogwood Ct., was arrested
for driving on a suspended license.
Editor's Note: Police Beat appears in
every edition of the George-Anne in an effort
to inform the GSU community of the amount,
nature, and location of crime. All reports are
public information and can be obtained from
the GSU Division of Public Safety or at the
Statesboro Police Department.
-AH Police Beat information is
compiled by Leigh-Anne Burgess,
assistant news editor.

RNC out-fundraises democratic counterparts

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The Republican National Committee entered
the final month of the campaign with
millions of dollars more to spend
than the Democrats, funds that can
be used to help George W. Bush's
presidential campaign.
The RNC reported a bank account balance of $54.1 million at the
beginning of October - with $25.6
million raised under federal contribution limits, which can be used to
directly aid federal candidates.
The Democratic National Committee had $31.9 million in the bank,
with $17.5 million of that raised under federal limits. But the party also
had debts of $8.9 million, meaning
that it had a net balance of $23 million.
The GOP's superior resources are
allowing the party to spend more
than $60 million on TV ads this fall,
outspending the Democrats at least

2-to-l in the final three weeks of the
race.
Between Jan. 1, 1999, and Sept.
30, 2000, the RNC raised $247 million and the DNC took in $166 million.
Fueling the Republicans' fundraising success has been the number
of small contributions, which fall
under federal contribution limits and
can be used to help the party's nominees directly. The RNC took in
315,362 small donations, generated
by direct mail or phone calls, last
month.
"As more and more Americans
hear the positive message of the BushCheney ticket, the number of people
supporting our efforts continues to
grow," RNC Chairman Jim
Nicholson said.
The Democrats also have pursued smaller donors, offering inexpensive tickets to major fund-raising
concerts. A post-convention concert

This Week's Weather
Thursday
Today
Partly cloudy
with a high of
83 and a low
of 59.

Partly cloudy
| with a high of
81 and a low
of 52.

in Los Angeles featuring Barbra
Streisand brought in $5.1 million,
while a September concert at Radio
City Music Hall the following month
raised another $6.5 million.
"Essential to our success was
reaching out to individuals who had
never before given to the Democratic
Party," DNC General Chairman Edward Rendell said.
The presence of Sen. Joseph
Lieberman of Connecticut, the first
Jew on the national ticket of a major
political party, also has helped in
fund-raising, especially among the
Jewish community - already strong
Democratic supporters.
"There's certainly a tremendous
positive response in the Jewish community to Joe Lieberman being on the
ticket," said Michael Adler, a Miami
fund-raiser. "That translates into people
participating in the campaign."
Another Democratic fund-raiser,
Alan Solomont, held a fund-raiser featuring Lieberman near Boston last
month, enriching the party' s coffers by
$450,000. The fund-raiser was aimed
at the Jewish community, including
some first-time givers, motivated by
Lieberman's presence on the ticket.
"I felt this was an opportunity to
bring some new people into the process who would be excited for Joe
Lieberman," Solomont said.

1900: 1,700 Negroes attend college.
1944: 40,000 Colored People attend college.
1970: 522,000 Blacks attend college.
1992: 1,393,000 African Americans attend college.
Still I Rise.

These numbers may sound impressive, but there are still
tens of thousands of deserving students who can't afford
to go to college. That's where the United Negro College
Fund comes in. For more than 50 years, we've been
helping bright, young students get the education they
need to fulfill their dreams. But there are still thousands
more who need your support. Please give generously.
Because the bigger these numbers become, the better it
is for all of us.
Call 1 (800) 332-UNCF.
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We don't run specials or put our piercings on sale. For the best quality
work by the most experience piercer in Statesboro, come to Cloud 9.

Novelties, Gifts

& Body Piercing
by Rick

Adult Novelties
Sterling Silver Jewelry
Smoking Accessories
Lava Lamps
Leather and Vinyl Lingerie
Beaded Curtains
Candles & Incense
Black Lights
Zippo lighters
Fish Nets

13 University Plaza
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND
A mind is a terrible thing to waste.

871-4054
test
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ONLY IN AMERICA...
Tennessee

Dog swallows
$8,000
engagement ring
The Associated Press

MURFREESBORO, Tenn. - A
5-month old dachshund puppy developed an expensive stomachache
when her owner's $8,000 engagement ring turned up missing.
When Lexi started vomiting and
showing other symptoms, Robby
Wedemeyer and his fiancee, Amy
Jones, took their dog to the vet. Xrays located the missing ring in the
puppy's stomach.
Veterinarian Tim Williams, who
performed emergency surgery to
remove the ring, says he has taken
many things out of dogs before _
from a Birkenstock sandal buckle
to toys and pantyhose.
"I've pulled out money, but
nothing as valuable as $8,000 It
was pretty unique," he said.
Williams said the dog, who he
also spayed during the surgery, is
doing great.
Jones said she is just glad the vet
was able to remove the ring safely.

e

Missouri

Man tricks women
into taking off
shoes so he can
suck their toes
The Associated Press

MARYLAND HEIGHTS, Missouri - A clean-cut man has been
tricking women into taking their
shoes off so he can suck on their
toes.
The first incident was reported
to police earlier this week by a
woman who says a man approached
her in the hallway of an undisclosed hotel. He claimed his wife

THE

had sent him out for pantyhose, and
he needed information about their
different toes styles.
He asked the woman what kind
she wore.
"Sandal toe," the woman said she
responded, kicking off her shoe to
illustrate.
"And the next thing you know
he's sucking on her toes," Maryland
Heights police Detective Joe Eagan
said. "He has the pigs in the mouth."
The woman ran back to her room
and called police.
Publicity of the attack has
prompted other victims to come forward to report as many as a dozen
nearly identical toe-sucking incidents
at hotels and office parks in St. Louis
County over several months.
All of the victims described the
same conversation and same result.
"This sounds like his particular
gig," Eagan said. "I guess you go
with what works."
If the man is caught, police said
he probably would be charged with a
category of third-degree assault. The
maximum punishment is 15 days in
jail and a dlrs 300 fine.

Washington

Paramedics leave
man's body in
driveway

The Associated Press

ASHFORD, Wash. - The body of
a 76-year-old man who died from a
heart attack en route to a hospital was
returned to his home near Mount
Rainier and left in the driveway by
paramedics.
Charles Bardsley was being transported to a hospital in Puy allup, about
50 miles away, when he died on Oct.
2. The paramedics backtracked and
deposited his body in the driveway,
where it remained for eight hours.
The paramedics said they didn't
want to take the body inside because
Bardsley's wife, 73-year-old Eileen,
suffers from Alzheimer's disease and
appeared confused.

"We expected to find an ambulance there. But he was lying right
in the driveway where someone
could have run over him," said
Bardsley's daughter-in-law, Cindy
Bardsley, who arrived at the home
with her husband, Dennis, about
three hours after Charles B ardsley' s
body had been left.
Lewis County Coroner Terry
Wilson said the handling of the
body left him mystified.
"We have had people die on the
way to the hospital before, and
they were always taken to the hospital until local enforcement could
arrive," he said.
"Then, the body would be released to the funeral home. The
body is never, ever taken back to
the house. That is totally unacceptable."
The paramedics from Parkland,
just south of Tacoma, were employed by Pierce County.
"It's a tragic event, but in a
resource-poor area, there's not a
lot of options," John Sinclair, Pierce
County assistant fire chief, told
KING-TV.
Charles Bardsley's body was
not removed until eight hours after
he had been left in the driveway, on
the order of a deputy Lewis County
coroner.

£A Michigan

Man arrested for
not having license
for dead dog
The Associated Press

MUSKEGON, Mich. - Getting
pulled over for speeding was just the
beginning of Savino Rodriguez's problems.
The Muskegon man is due in court
Tuesday on charges of failing to have
a license for a pet dog that died late last
year.
Rodriguez, 32, was stopped last
week in Whitehall for allegedly doing
48 mph in a 25-mph zone. The officer

asked him to step into the patrol car
"and told me I had to be handcuffed,"
Rodriguez said. "He said there was a
warrant for me."
Rodriguez said he looked at the
computer screen in the cruiser, and saw
that he was wanted for having no license for Brandy, his cocker spaniel
that died at age 14.
"I told (the officer) the whole story,
but he still took me in," Rodriguez
said. "They took me to the Muskegon
County Jail. They fingerprinted me.
They impounded my truck."
Rodriguez had to post a $1,000
bond to get out of j ail and another $ 115
to retrieve his vehicle.
Rodriguez could have kept his name
out of the computerized records on
which his arrest was based by immediately notifying Animal Control of his
dog's death, Pearson said.
"He didn't clear it up with Animal
Control and the court, so it was still on
record," Pearson told The Muskegon
Chronicle. "We don't want anyone to
go to jail over something like that, but
... he didn't take care of it."

Pennsylvania

Death Row inmate
fighting over $1.9
million estate with
wife
The Associated Press

WAYNESBURG,Pa.-ScottWayne
Blystone is on death row at the State
CorrectionallnstitutionatGreeneCounry
for murdering a hitchhiker for $13 in
gasoline money in 1983.
But now he's fighting for his share of
$1.9 million in assets he claims to have
earnedbyusingjailhouse correspondence
to direct investments on behalf ofhis wife
Sharon Flora, 50, the Greensburg Tribune-Review reported Sunday.
Blystone, 44, filed divorce papers last
year to end a marriage that began in 1988
with a civil ceremony conducted as he
and Flora stood on opposite sides of a
glass partition in a prison visiting room
Flora, aformer massage therapist and

apolice dispatcher from St Louis, met
Blystone through a pen pal program,
fell in love with him and moved to the
Uniontown area in Fayette County to
be close to the prison.
But now she's trying to take control
of the couple's finances and claims
Blystone's investments are too risky.
Instead, Flora now sees her husband as
a con man who married her for money
after plying her with sob stories.
"I do not feel I'm married to him.
It's apiece ofpaper I signed. I've never
even touched him," she told the newspaper in an interview while accompanied by an attorney. "And right now, I
can't believe the rights he has. I don't
believe he's entitled to any of my
money."
Blystone makes 72 cents a day in
prison pay, and taxpayers pay for his
court-appointed attorney, food, housing and medical care.
Blystone can buy his own snacks,
toiletries, stamps and writing materials
through the prison'scommissary.owns
aradio and pays about $15 a month for
cable television.
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(Formerly Krikkets)

Come out and have great seafood and feast
on oysters at the raw bar, while enjoying
outrageous drink specials and live entertainment!

TUESDAY

NIGHT FIGHTS - LIVE BOXING!
$3 COVLR - $2 PITCHERS - $1 WELLS
WINNER GETS $50 & A TROPHY

FREE
DELIVERY!

Wednesday

Live Bands & Free Drink
Free Draft & Wells from 8-10

871-7272

520 Fair Road • Next to Food Lion
B

Thursday

GET ONE FRK

i
One Large Pizza
| with up to 5 Toppings

First Pizza
at Regular Price
and get a Second
of Equal
or Lesser Value

Dance Party -with DJ Tony
75 C Pitchers • $2 Wells
$300 Wet T'Shirt Contest

Fridau & Saturdau
Live Entertainment

AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL Oft THIN CRUST,
Umih«lmcorfi!f.Not«sidwthaTyoft«rfM.Vat(Jcrty*
A<MI Topping Entra

For further information, call 681-9000.
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GRAND PAPA PLUS

One X-Large Pizza with
2 Toppings & a 2-liter

Second Pizza

AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL CRUST.
lini«i trie efts. Not voM««i»iyi«w«»ei Va«<rty«
pirtopattig locaaorti. Customer povs 81 aiplicatie sAs tw.
Addt Toppiigs Ejora

LUNCH *>ECEAC I WEE DEUCE

SPECIAL

i

M-F • llam-4pm
| \
1 Lg. 2 Topping & Order ■ >
of Breadsticks
[ !

Large One
Topping Pizza

\
i

2 Lg. Pizzas - Up to
2 Toppings &
a 2-liter of Coke*

i $799~jj$1C99~
1

*4

AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL OH THIN CRUST.
Limited Sm met NetwSdniBi any Mitti. V»d ortu at
jwscfetfng batiem. Customer pays 0 appfcabie tales tat
Add Topping Erta
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Add)* 2 Liter
of Coke' for $2.00

AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST.

Limited me o»ecNa*M»**ir other ofecVaM ore,*
patieipaSogtewftxiiCirttopwr rays dlqjpfcsUe 5*3 few,
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M Second Pizza
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AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST.

LMiM time o»etNo<»aMi«ftt^olf*r Oder vaSdcrt> at
parfcipj*^ tocafcns. Customer pars edoppfosWe sates to.
Add. Toppings E*a
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$C99 i
AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST.
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COACH JOHNSON

& Co. KEEP ON PILING UP THE NUMBERS AND WE KEEP ENJOYING IT

After this weekend's festivities and a homecoming victory over Appalachian
State, the Eagle football team now turns their attention to The Citadel and the rest
of the Southern Conference schedule.
The Eagles appear to be performing well as a team at the moment, with their

momentum carrying them to better numbers each week. This is the performance
many had hoped for at the beginning of the season, but were unsure of due to
inexperience at key positions.
Itlooks like Johnson's ability to play the reserves, in particular J.R. Revere, late
in blowout games last season has given those who had to step up and replace key
players the experience they needed to make the transition as seamless as possible.
While there are still areas for concern (GSU was torched for more than 500
yards on defense, but only gave up 28 points), the outlook continues to get more
positive each week

Peterson is shattering records each gameday, and Revere has come into his
own as a quarterback who will bum the defense deep if they over commit to
stopping the run. On defense, the Eagles have yet to give up 30 points to any
opponent (including UGA)andhave gotten stellarplay out of their defensive line.
This is the same type of magic GSU turned out all last season (save the App. St
game) and it can certainly carry them to another championship.
While it is still too early to start booking reservations in Chattanooga, the
Eagles have yet to play Furman, those of us who are members of the Eagle Nation
can rest assured that the numbers appear as though they will only continue to pile
up.
Coach Johnson and his staff are worth every penny we pay them, and then
some. They are the real reason GSU has soared to heights unbelieveable. Their
ability to recruit big time players and meld them into a well-oiled machine has
almost given them legend status at GSU and in the Statesboro community. One
more championship and its over. Paul Johnson and his staff deserve lifetime
contracts.

A few
weeks ago I
went to the
one appointment that
each and every college
student is
afraid
to
miss—graduation appointMARNITE
ment. AdmitZACHERY
tedly, I arrived
with high
hopes but low expectations. The rationale here was
that if I hoped for only the very
best but expected the worse I
would not be disappointed. So
much for hoop dreams. The good
news is that I will be graduating in
May. The bad news is that I will
not be graduating in May. No,
that was not a typographical er-

"lemons" and make lemonade.
Corny, but true. For this purpose, I
offer my top eight, yes eight reasons why graduating in May, but
finishing in summer is actually a
good thing.
#8. I have an extra month to
sell all the used furniture I've collected over the years.
#7. I'll have an extra month to
say goodbye to ALL four of my
favorite professors,
#6. I can use my graduation
money to buy a new car to come
back to summer school.
#5. IgettowritefortheGeorge
Anne for a whole extra month.
#4. My student advantage card
will be good for 30 more free
sodas at Arby's.
#3. Easy access email.
#2. I get to avoid the hassle of
packing for a lengthy cruise to the
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Its so hard to say goodbye-NOT! Hey! The Olympic
Games Are...Over?
ror. Thanks to GSU and the elimination of summer graduation, as
well as the fact that I will have two
classes left to take in summer, I
have the option to walk in May or
December.
Graduation day for me has
always been the epitome of the entire culmination of the college experience. It is supposed to be a day
when one can take a much deserved
sigh of relief and prepare for the
thousands upon thousands of job
offers that will inevitably come
pouring in (ok, so I'm exaggerating). Since I have opted for May
graduation, the pomp and circumstance somehow seem a bit phony.
While many, of my peers will be
preparing to start exciting new jobs,
I'll be preparing to start a new, less
exciting class. As a self-proclaimed
positive individual I must take these

Bahamas.
#1. I get to visit the SMALL
(Statesboro Mall) just one more
time.
Ironically, before this appointment I remarked to a friend
about the mixture of emotions that
I would face about leaving the
Boro'. Though I always imagined myself flying down "16"
without ever looking back, a microscopic part of me will be sad to
say goodbye. Thank God that the
other 99 percent is excited and
ready to embark upon a new life
where the sky is truly only as
limited as I choose to make it.
Look out world here I come—in
July that is.
Marnite Zachery is a senior English major and columnist
for the George Anne/She can be
reached at marnitez@hotmail.com.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
It is time that people
started educating themselves on the
REAL beliefs of the Catholic Religion. We are just barely half-way
through the first semester of the
year and already I have been told,
by non-Catholics, that I wasn't a
Christian, that I worshipped other
peoplebesidesGodandJesusChrist,
and that I can go our and "sin" all I
want to and be forgiven by just
confessing it to a priest, another
human being.
First of all, Catholics do
not gain forgiveness from another
human being, not even apriest. Only
God himself can forgive any Christianforhis sins, and just because we
confess our wrongs to another human does not give us free range to
act as immoral as we want. Secondly, I am appalled at the fact that
anyone in the Christian faith would
think that we would worship anyone other thanourLordJesusChrist;
WE DO NOT WORSHIP MARY!
Mary was the Holy Virgin Mother
ofChrist. There is not enough space

to explain the Rosary, but it is not to
worship Mary. Lastly, if we run a
history cheek, Catholicism was the
first Christian religion, from which
other religions were spawned,
Granted, the reason for the split was
a discrepancy among beliefs, it was
still the founding Christian faith.
Afterreading this, I hope
you understand why I am so angry
with ignorant people who make asinine comments when they have
nothing to stand on but the fact that
we don't worship the same way the
Protestants do. Take time to learn
before you point your finger and
look down your nose at people who
practice a religion different from
your own. I AM a Christian and a
Catholic who worships and am forgiven by my one and only Lord and
Savior... Jesus Christ,
If you have any questions or
comments concerning the content
of this letter please contact Chris
Deraney
at
cjderaney@hotmail.com

The head of
the International Olympic
Committee
called it "the
greatest Olympics ever". Redly?
These
games, held in
RANDY
Sydney, AustraDOESON
lia, were hailed as
the most exciting, most competitive
ever. Whatever you say.
I am not saying I did not receive
any entertainment value from these
games; far from it. The swimming
was incredible: records were set each
and every meet...no kidding...and
the Aussie? Thorpe? Get outta here!
The guy's a demi-god in a pool!
Period.
And, baseball aficionado that I
am, I was thrilled to see a bunch of
"normal" guys finally win baseball
gold for the U.S.A.
Yet, this Olympiad had a different flavor to it, one that left a sour
taste in the mouths of millions
around the globe. The ingredient I
speak of is a blend of greed and
pride, with just a dash of jealousy, a
hint of bribery and, perhaps, an extortion garnish.
You see, these games, unlike the
original (or even the competitions
of twenty years ago), were played,
and ran, and wrestled, and hurdled
(but not shot put) by-and-large by
professional athletes, not amateurs,
as has been the case for centuries.
And make no mistake. These "professional" athletes made a mockery
of these games, in darn near every
sense of the word. I mean, Venus
Williams was fresh off Australian,
Wimbledon and U.S. Open championships for crying out loud!!
Yet, similar to children emulating their parents, athletes usually
emulate the leadership of the organizations they represent-either the
coach, general manager, or governing body (foreign and domestic
Olympic Committees, these references should peak your interest!).
How is it that something once so
pure and truly amateur has turned
into the beast we now see it to be?
How can men and women who are

paid millions of dollars to compete
in a certain sport, like, say, BASKETBALL, be allowed to take part
in the Olympics!?
I still say the biggest joke I have
ever, EVER witnessed was played
on the American people when we
allowed the so-called "Dream
Team", including the likes of Mike,
Larry and Ervin, to play. Personally, Seeing Michael Jordan, atop
the gold medal stand, with a flag
wrapped around him was one of the
more
ridiculous...and
embarrassing...scenes the United
States has been forced to endure.
I recall the scene in the locker
room after the Bulls had just won
their first NBA Championship:
Mike, arguably the greatest basketball player to ever have played the
game, sitting on the floor holding
the trophy while tears streamed
down his face? THAT was worth
watching.
But to have him and his buddies,
as well as the bodies that sanctioned
this abhorrence, insulting the Olympics, was a farce. And, in truth, it
has only worsened over time.
Drugs, steroids, bribery and de
ceitful behavior by those entrusted
to keep the games pure have damn
near ruined everything the Olym
pics once stood for. Oh, sure, we
still have some honest-to-goodness
amateurs competing, such as the
little Romanian gymnast who won
gold, or the American who wrestled
gold away from the Russian for his
first defeat in thirteen years, or the
Yugoslav men's volleyball team
who won their nation's first ever
gold-in anything-but they are becoming all too rare.
So, did you catch the closing
ceremonies? They were something
to behold.
But, I freely admit: it is always
emotional watching something you
once loved die. Know what I mean?
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Randy Dobson is a senior at
Georgia Southern University and
doesn't really care if you agree with
him or not! He can, however, be
reached
at
redobson2000@netscape.net
...with concurring comments only.

LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and
guest columns from people both inside and outside the GSU community. All
copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), preferably on
Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions
must be signed and include a mailing address and phone number for
verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any submission. There is
no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to remain anonymous.
However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the name.
Submissions are run on a space-available basis.

Dear Students,
On behalf of the Georgia Southern athletics department, I
want to thank all students for their outstanding participation in
Saturday's victory over Appalachian State. The turnout and the
enthusiasm at the game was exceptional. The support certainly
assisted in helping our team on to victory. Everyone in attendance 1
should be applauded for helping all of the Georgia Southern community present an outstanding day for college football.
Once again, thank you and we will see you on October 28
when Georgia Southern hosts the activities of Family Weekend.
Sincerely,
Sam Baker
Athletics Director

THE GEORGE-ANNE STAFF
NEWS

CIRCULATION

Liegh-Ann Burgess, Jake Hallman,
Shawntineal Hughes, Jason Kemp,
Neusomba Long, Teresa Southern,
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Julie Allen, Andrea Bemier, Amanda
Davis, Colin Dube, Jessica Garcia,
Christina Newman, Madelyn Pavon,
Amanda Permenter, Zane Thomas,
Michael Russo, Ashlee Whelan

SPORTS
Edmund Coley, Bilal Malik, Jennifer
Martin, Taryn Price

PHOTOGRAPHY
Aisha Fulton, Jordan Fidanza,
David Whiddon, Neusomba Long,
Laura Cox, Phillip Murphy, Gabriel
Childers, Jeff Dion, Laura Calvert,
Liz Smith, Latonya Rayner, Luke
Renfroe

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
News, Editorial Advisor
General Manager
Bill Neville

Supervisors
David Panowicz, Chris Rhyne
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Jonathan Brooks.Tiffany
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Spike Lee'S "BambOOZled" Dr. Labbo to speak in Lecture Series
• A satire full of potential comes to Eagle Cinema today
G-A News Service
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Television gets a bold new view
ing in Spike Lee's
"Bamboozled."
Lee's latest film is
a blistering satire
of
network
television's pitfalls and prejudices, a humorous
look at how race,
ratings, and the
pursuit of power
lead to a television
writer's stunning
rise and tragic
downfall.
Damon
Wayans stars as
Pierre Delacroix, a
young, Harvardeducated man,
who is the sole person of color, writing for an upstart
network
with
floundering ratings. Despite several attempts,
Delacroix has yet
to see any of his
concepts go into
production. Now
his boss, the ratings-hungry, culture-vulture
D u n w i t t y
(Michael
Rappaport), issues
him a searing ultimatum: come up
with a hot, trendTsetting, headlinemaking, urban hit or get fired.
Feeling doomed, Delacroix decides to present the most outrageous,
unbelievable farce of stereotypical
comedy he can imagine - hearkening back to the old days of "blackface" minstrel shows with a variety
show featuring Mantan (Savion

Glover), a homeless tap dancer, and
his sidekick Womack (Tommy

Davidson).
Incredibly, Delacroix's spoof
turns into a ratings bonanza, a cultural phenomenon that has the media
pundits raving and audiences of all
types howling. But for Delacroix,
the runaway success of "Mantan The
New Millennium Minstrel Show" is
the start of a rapid unraveling. Despite trying to defend his hit show,

Delacroix comes under attack from
all sides, not least of all from his own
beautiful assistant, Sloan
Hopkins
( J a d a
PinkettSmith), who
is falling for
Mantan,. and
her radical
hip hop rapper brother,
Big Black
Africa (Mos
D e f ) .
Delacroix's
ratings keep
rocketing,
but they peak
on a day that
will change
everything.
Writer/
director
Spike Lee
creates this
bold satire of
network
television's
prejudices
and drawbacks, and
takesacomedic look at
how race, ratings, and the
File Photo
quest for
power lead to
a television writer's surprising rise
and tragic downfall.
The free advance screening will
take place tonight, October 18, at 9
p.m. at the Russell Union Theater.
The advance screening is sponsored
locally by Eagle Cinema. Passes are
required and a limited supply are
available in Russell Union room
2022. "Bamboozled" is rated R.

• Computer use in
kindergarten
classrooms to
be discussed

ture Hall at 6:30 p.m.
This is a free lecture that is
open to the public. The lecture is
targeted mainly towards education majors and teachers already
in the field of education.
Dr. Labbo is a professor in
the Department of Reading Education at UGA where she performs studies on children's computer based literacy development. In the past she has been
the president of Computers in
Reading Special Interest Group
of the International Reading Association (IRA).
She has published an awardwinning book entitled, "Handbook of Literacy and Technology: Transformations in a Posttypographic World." This book
won the American Library Association Award for an Outstand-

By Julie Allen

Staff Writer

Attention all education majors: GSU's Distinguished Lecture Series is welcoming their
second lecture in the series discussing the technologically advanced ways of helping young
child learning to read.
GSU's Department of Early
Childhood Education and Reading and Campus Life Enrichment
are sponsoring a lecture given
by Dr. Linda Labbo an Associate
Professor at the University of
Georgia. The lecture is scheduled for Thursday, October 19 in
the new Education Building Lec-

ing Academic Book of the Year
in 1998. It also won the Ed Fry
award in 1999.
After conducting extensive
research on the Accelerated
Reader program, she has published an article in response to
her research. This will be highlighted in her lecture titled,
"What key factors make computer-based literacy Instruction
effective: lessons learned in elementary school." Her lecture
will also cover a study on computer use in a kindergarten classroom.
This will be an informative
lecture for both early childhood
education majors and the local
teachers that have been invited
from the local area. There will
be a reception immediately following the lecture.

Wine Makers Tight Lipped On Their Secret
Associated Press

American oak varieties, and some
California wine makers have
switched to using white oak barrels
exclusively over the traditionally preferred French oak.
"In the last 10 years, American
oak has come a long way. It has
certainly grabbed attention from the
wine industry," said Jeff
Prapher, senior wine merchant for
the online wine company, Wine.com.
"For certain varieties of zinfandels
and cabernets, white oak has become
the preferred stock."
Independent Stave produces more
than a million barrels a year for the
American whiskey industry and
750,000 a year for wineries throughout the world.
The company counts among its
customers some of the biggest names
in the business, California wineries
like Beringer and Franciscan. And
nearly half of the 30,000 barrels purchased every year by Kendall Jack-

Lebanon, Missouri- Along Interstate 44, the billboards offer free
guided tours of the "World's Largest
Barrel Factory" five times a day and
samplings of wine to tourists willing
to drop by. But the wide-open doors
at the Independent Stave Co. slam
shut when a reporter approaches; and
the owners' lips clamp tighter than a
steel hoop around a finished barrel.
Why the silence? "We don't feel
like the exposure would benefit us,"
says Amie Boswell, daughter of
owner JohnBoswell. "Wedon't want
to let out any information that might
encourage further competition.'"
Indeed, the company is quietly
doing a bustling business in barrels
with its near monopoly on Missouri
white oak, a wood gaining acclaim
among vintners and in fine wine
circles.
Wineries in Australia, Spain and
South America now seek out the
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son are white oak barrels from Missouri.
"There may have been a stigma
attached to American oak a few years
ago, but I think most people have
gotten past that hangup," said John
Cole, a barrel manager at Kendall
Jackson.
The stigma, Cole says, came
mostly from the Old World wine
makers who said the only way to age
a fine wine, and extract proper flavoring from the wood, was with
French oak barrels. New World wineries had also turned their collective
noses up at American oak, which for
years was used strictly to age Tennessee whiskey.
"Winemakers are a pretty persnickety bunch," Beringer vintner
Ron Schrieve said. "There was always a big chasm between the bourbon and wine businesses, winemakers
wouldn't be caught dead using the
same vulgar wood."
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FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
@ Russell Union Theatre
9 PM Wednesday, October 18
FREE ADMISSION* while passes last
INFO?: call 486-7270
* Passes available at 2022 Russell Union.
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed. Please arrive early.
Presented in association with Eagle Cinema.

EAGLE CINEMA
^T THE RUSSELL UNION
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GSU in command of SoCon 2000 i i

By Doug Kidd

Senior Sports Writer

GSU's win last week
against Appalachian State put
the Eagles in position for another SoCon championship if
they can win out in their final
three conference games. GSU
opens that stretch against a
team that traditionally plays
them tough in The Citadel,
especially at JohnsonHaygood Stadium.
The
SoCon's other big game pits
Wofford against App. State in
a contest that will put the loser
out of the running for an outside shot at the title. With
both team's lone conference
loss coming at the hands of
GSU, the loser will be forced
to fight for, at best, third place.
Furman, the other league team
with a shot at catching the
Eagles, travel to Johnson City,
Tennessee to take on East Tennessee State.
Another
interesting
matchup has UTC traveling to
take on Western Carolina.
Even thought the outcome
won't have any direct affects
on the SoCon race, it should
be entertaining as quarterbacks Chris Sanders and David
Rivers are coming off of career-games and have put up
big numbers all season. The
other SoCon team, cellardweller VMI, hosts Charleston Southern this weekend for
a non-conference contest.
Predictions: Last Week: 40 Overall: 25-7
Georgia Southern (6-1,5-0)
Last Week: J.R. Revere ran
for 147 yards two touchdowns
and threw for another as GSU
survived a scare from Appalachian State, 34-28. Adrian
Peterson also contributed by
gaining 186 yards and a score
while helping the GSU offense
compile 482 yards of total offense. Despite giving up over

500 yards of offense to the
Mountaineers, the Eagle defense forced three turnovers,
including the game-clinching
interception by Nate Gates
with seven seconds remaining
to preserve the win.
The Citadel (2-5, 1-3)
Last Week: Despite taking
a 7-3 lead into halftime with
their game against ninthranked Furman, the Bulldogs
couldn't hold on as the Paladins scored thirty unanswered
points to win 33-7. For the
Citadel, first-time starting
quarterback Scooter Johnson
ran for 60 yards on 16 carries
but completed just 2-of-7
passes with two interceptions.
Nate Mahoney scored the
Citadel's lone touchdown with
a one-yard plunge that capped
an 8-play, 70-yard drive in
the first quarter.
This Week: GSU travels to
Charleston to take on a typically tough opponent in The
Citadel, a team that was tied
with the Eagles 10-10 at the
half last season before falling
34-17. Adrian Peterson, up to
third in I-AA in rushing after
his strong performance
against App. State with 1,149
yards, will look for revenge
against a Bulldog squad that
held him to his season-low
last season. The Citadel has
played poorly on offense this
season behind both Joe Call
and Scooter Johnson taking the
snaps. Fullback Maurice
Murphy leads the team in rushing and is about the only Bulldog playing well on offense.
Linebackers, Travis Stephens
and Denny Haywood, two of
the SoCon's best, will look to
shut down Peterson and the
rest of GSU's triple-option.
Prediction: GSU 41 Citadel-10
Appalachian State (4-2, 3-1)
Last Week: ASU lost a
heart-breaker to Georgia

Southern 34-28 when David
Reaves's pass was intercepted
at the five-yard line with seven
seconds remaining. Despite
the loss, the Mountaineers
gained over 500 yards of offense behind Joe Burchette's
204 passing yards and
Reaves's 111. Joey Gibson
led all Mountaineer receivers
with eight catches while Troy
Albea added five, two good
for touchdowns.

els to Appalachian State looking to get in on the chase for
the Southern Conference
crown. A win against the
Mountaineers would put the
Terriers in the thick of things
as Wofford's lone conference
loss was against Georgia
Southern. App. State needs to
win out in order to have a shot.
Either Reaves or Burchette
will get the call against the
Terriers who bring an experi-

Jill Burnham

MARKED FOR NUMBER ONE: The Eagles football team is
now headed for SoCon success after their victory over
Appalachian State this past Saturday. The next real challenge
they will have to face is Furman on November 4th.
Wofford (4-2, 2-1)
Last Week: Sophomore
Jesse McCoy became the first
Wofford player to ever gain
more than 100 yards rushing
(114 on nine carries) and receiving (115 on three catches)
in the same game as the Terriers beat Western Carolina 4031. Quarterback Travis Wilson passed for 224 yards on
11-of-19 passing while adding 95 yards on the ground to
help Wofford to the win.
This Week: Wofford trav-

enced quarterback of their own
into the game, in Travis Wilson. Halfback Jesse McCoy
will need another big game
like the he had last week if
Wofford has a chance of surprising ASU in Boone.
Prediction:
ASU
31
Wofford-17
Furman (6-1, 3-1)
Last Week: Furman rebounded from their tough loss
to Appalachian State two
weeks ago with an unimpressive 33-7 victory against the

Citadel. Trailing 7-3 at the
half, Furman, behind backup
quarterback Billy Napier's
170 passing yards and one
touchdown, scored 30 straight
points for the win. Napier
entered the game for Justin
Hill after the starter was injured on the Paladin's second
possession and completed 11of-16 passes. Tailback Louis
Ivory helped pick up the slack
by running for 214 yards and a
touchdown.
East Tennessee State (3-3,2-2)
Last Week: The Buccaneers were off last week.
This Week: East Tennessee hosts Furman this week
and will need to slow down
the nation's leading rusher in
the Paladin's Louis Ivory. The
senior has rushed for a I-AA
best l,179yardsand lOtouchdowns. He'll have to carry
the offensive load again this
week as starter Justin Hill may
miss the game due to a strained
rotator cuff suffered in last
week's win. For ETSU, senior Todd Wells will have to
play well for the Buccaneers
as will running back Corey
Carter if the home team has
any chance of upending the
nationally ranked Paladins.
Prediction: Furman 31
ETSU-14
Tennessee-Chattanooga (33, 1-2)
Last Week: Chris Sanders
passed for 364 yards and two
touchdowns on 26-of-50 passing as UTC struggled to beat
conference-worst VMI 27-14.
Sanders was also intercepted
three times Cortex Ranking
.caught a career-high six balls
for 120 yards in place of Cos
DeMatteo who was suspended
for the game due to an altercation against GSU three weeks
ago. Senior receiver Ronnie
Strickland caught two touchdowns for the Mocs.

Western Carolina (2-5,1-4)
Last Week: David Rivers'
school-record of 474 yards
passing on 31-of-44 attempts
wasn't enough for the Catamounts as they lost to Wofford
40-31. In the loss, Lamont
Steward hauled in 12 catches .**
for 174 yards, good enough
for second-best all-time at WCU.
This Week: Western Caro- 9 %
lina hosts Tennessee-Chattanooga in a game that boasts
two of the best passing offenses in the Southern Conference. Quarterbacks Chris
Sanders of the Mocs and David
Rivers for the Catamounts,
both former I-A quarterbacks,
will be on display in
Cullowhee in a game that is
sure to see a lot of offense.
Prediction: WCU 27 UTC-23
Virginia Military Institute
(0-7, 0-5)
Last Week: Although they
picked off three Chris Sanders passes, VMI fell to UTC
27-14 mainly because they
couldn't get their own offense
going. The Keydets managed
to only pick up 65 yards rushing while passing for only 105.
The quarterback duo of Aaron *
Mitchell and Dave Poldiak
again proved to be inadequate
replacements for injured
starter Joey Gibson.
This Week: VMI steps out
of conference to take on
Charleston Southern. Charleston Southern (4-2) has already
taken on one SoCon team this
%
year when they lost to Wofford t
24-10. CSU is led by Jake
Sills who has passed for 754
"t
yards and three touchdowns *
this season while running for
another 233 yards and five
scores. VMI will need a big »
*
game from either Mitchell or
Poldiak in order to defeat a
fairly decent Buccaneer team
at home.
Prediction: CSU 24 VMI-16

4*

0

r \
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Men's soccer to take Volleyball notches first shutout in 15 years
on SoCon's top team
G-A News Service

The Georgia Southern men's
soccer team will enter Wednesday afternoon's match looking
to snap a two-game losing
streak, but to do so, it will have
to
beat
the
Southern
Conference's top team and
reigning league champions.
The Furman Paladins will
bring an overall record of 112-1 and an undefeated conference record of 5-0-0 to Eagle
Field on Wednesday for a 3 pm
start. The Eagles (4-8-2 overall and 1-4-1 in league play)
have only beaten the Paladins
once in twelve games and have
forced a tie in one other. Georgia Southern's lone win over
Furman came in the 1994 season by virtue of a 3-1 score.
The Eagles are currently on

1

By Suzanne Spires

a two game losing streak after
falling in Southern Conference
contests to College of Charleston (1-0 on Oct. 10) and
Davidson (5-2 on Oct. 14.)The
Furman game will mark the beginning of a three-game home
stand, which will conclude with
Senior Day on Oct. 23 against
The Citadel 3 pm) Before that,
Georgia Southern will host
non-conference foe UNCAsheville this Saturday for a 2
pm start.
Sophomore Jeff Russell
continues to lead the Eagles
with 10 points, stemming off
three goals and four assists.
Senior Tony Brown has nine
points (three goals and three
assists) and freshman Tony
Moffat eight points (three goals
and two assists.)

Gabriel Childers

END THE LOSING STREAK: The men's soccer team
takes on Furman Wednesday afternoon and hopes to
end their two game losing streak. The men must beat the
number one team in the Southern Conference.

The match on Tuesday night
gives the Southern women's
The women's volleyball volleyball team a record of 11 team dominated the courts by 10. The offensive output for
shutting out the Savannah GSU was led by a total of 25
State Tigers in Tuesday kills. Nine of those kills came
night's match at Hanner from freshman Megan Lippi
Fieldhouse. In a 45 minute and eight were from sophomatch, GSU won all three more Lauren McClain. Erin
games 15-0. This is the first Martin came up with four kills,
time in 15 years that the vol- and Christina Lentz and Suleyball program has been run- san Bindshedler each came up
ning and the Lady Eagles have with one kill. Amanda Brooks,
not surrendered any points. junior setter, added 21 assists
The closest they came to a shut and 6 digs to help lead Georout was two years ago when gia Southern in the shut out.
the team only surrendered two When asked what she thought
points to Maryland Eastern about the match Brooks
Shore. However, this is the said,"It was a really good win
Tigers first year in division one. for us because we'll use it this
In game one, Amanda weekend to boost our confiBrooks served, and continued dence in the conference
serving through the entire games."
game. The Lady Eagles had
Shameka Humphrey lead
eight kills, no errors and the Tigers with the only two
twelve total attempts to aver- assists of the game. Michelle
age a .667 hitting percentage. Keyes and Kim Collins had
The Tigers came up empty one kill each, the only two
handed on the kills and had kills of the match. Savannah
four errors, most of which State now falls to a 0-14
came from being in the net.
record.
In the second frame the TiIn a brief interview, Coach
gers got to touch the ball by Eddie Matthews said,"I was
having the first serve, but that pleased with the effort. We
was all the Eagles allowed. did a very good job. This
Again the Eagles came up with match was sandwiched beeight kills and eleven total at- tween conference games,
tempts, rounding out a per- which can sometimes be a bad
centage of .727. The Tigers, thing. The girls came out very
had one kill, four errors and motivated though and did what
nine total attempts to end game needed to be done. I'm very
two with a negative .333 hit- pleased."
ting percentage.
The Eagles are pumped up
After the brief intermission, and motivated after such a shut
GSU came back to the court to out. They are now getting
finish the match in the third ready for this weekend when
game with nine kills at a per- they will take Appalachain
centage of .571. The Tigers State at 7:00 p.m. Friday, in
ended with one kill, two er- Boone, NC and East Tennesrors, and a sub-zero .091 hit- see State Saturday at 2:00 in
ting percentage.
the afternoon in Tenn.
Staff Writer

SHUTOUT: Forthe first
time in GSU Volleyball's
history, the women
performed a 15-0*
shutout
against
Savannah
State
Tuesday evening at *
Hanner Fieldhouse.
The score remained
15-0 in all three V
matches. The women
will now take on
Appalachain State on j
Friday at 7:00 pm and
East Tennessee State
on Saturday at2:00pm, v
Both matches are away
at the opposing teams
school.

Photo by David Whiddon

Swimming and diving fall
short in season opener
G-A New server

The Georgia Southern
swimming and diving team
received wins from freshman
Erin Downs and diver
Michelle Will, but still fell
short against James Madison
223-76 this weekend at the
Georgia Tech Aquatic Center.
Downs raced in for a victory in the 100-yard Butterfly
with a time of 59.89. She also
brought home a second place
showing in the 200-yard Butterfly, finishing in 2:12.83
and a third-place finish in the
100-yard Freestyle, recording

a time of 56.94.
Will posted the Eagles' top!
diving effort, taking first in
the one-meter competition!
with a total score of 196.40J
Georgia Southern also received a second-place finish
from freshman Lauren Bird'
in the 100-yard Butterfly,
posting a time of 1:00.40. The
Eagles also finished second;
in both the 400-yard Medley
Relay and 400-yard Freestyle
Relay.
Georgia Southern will face
North Carolina A&T on October 27 in Greensboro, N.C. if*

at 3:30 p.m.

91
* f
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Cross Country takes 22nd
at Furman Invitational
G-A News Service

Freshman
Melissa
Charron again led the Geor■ gia Southern cross country
' team by posting a time of
20:45 on the 5,000-meter
course at the Furman Gross
; Country Invitational Saturday morning.
''
GSU finished 22nd out of
'31 teams. Charron's time
was good enough for 99th
' place. Sophomore Mary
Rebok recorded the second1
best finish of 119th and a
time of 21:11.
Wake Forest won the
meet outright with 45
points. Auburn finished
'"t second (102), Florida third

(147), Belmont fourth
(148) and Furman fifth
(158).
Eight Southern Conference teams competed in the
event. Georgia was the fifth
best of the SoCon teams,
beating Virginia Military
Institute (23rd, 645 points),
The Citadel (24,h, 663
points) and Wofford 25th,
700 points.)
Other Eagle finishers include freshman Stephanie
McFadden, who finished
with a time of 21:44. Sarah
Malone landed with a time
of 22:00, and Melissa
Reyes registered a finish of
22:31.

The Sports Network 2000 1-AA College Football
Poll (October 16)
Team (First-place votes)
1. Georgia Southern (79)
2. Portland State (17)
3. Youngstown State
4. Delaware (3)
5. Montana
6. Western Illinois
7. Furman (1)
8. Appalachian State
9. Northwestern State
10. Troy State

2000 Record
6-1
6-0
6-0
7-0
5-1
6-1
6-1
4-2
5-1
4-2

Points Previous
1
2,487
2,411
2
2,329
3
2,273
4
2,056
6
1,945
7
1,829
9
1,746
5
1,738
10
1,481
12

ESPN/USA Today Division 1-AA Football Poll
(October 16)
Points
568
537
525
522
442
418
413
392
353
342

Team
1. Georgia Southern (6-1)
2. Youngstown State (6-0)
3. Portland State
(6-0)
4. Delaware (7-0)
5. Montana (5-1)
6. Furman (6-1)
7. Western Illinois (6-1)
8. Appalachian State (4-2)
9. Northwestern State (5-1)
10. Western Kentucky (5-0)

Previous
1
2
4
3
6
7
8
5
11
12

TAKE TWO
EJUNAMEJUUTT
Coaching, the aspect of athletics that is easily under appreciated, can be both rewarding and
frustrating. While many athletes
are naturally good, others require
quite a bit of molding and encouraging. Knowing when to be lenient and when to be firm, knowing when to let them have an easy
day and when to break them in
two, these are all things that run
through coaches minds daily.
Coaches are not only mentors,
they're friends. To many athletes,
coaches tend to be the easiest
person to turn to and open up to
with no inhibitions. Most athletes find it easy to relate to their
coaches and ask them for advice
on everything from their sport to
significant others.
As an athlete, I know that I
never fully appreciated my past
coaches until I found myself in
the same situation as them- It's
easy as an athlete to lash out on
your coach when you're upset
and it's easy to blame them when
you are not as successful as you
might like to be. Upon entering
the coaching world, I realized that
the only person who affected how
successful I could be was me.
Now granted, I have had some

U-SAVE

AUTORENTAL »

coaches that are better than others and I won't even try to say all
of them were the best coaches.
However, what I will say is that
each had an impact on me and
made me a better athlete, and
coach. Learning from them about
the techniques of the sport made
it possible for me to understand
the basics, and learning from both
their mistakes and their triumphs
made me realize what kind of
coach I wanted to be.
To my past coaches, I say thank
you. Thank you for touching my
life and taking your time to help
me grow into who I am today.
Can you even imagine the time
your coaches took in helping you,
and the emotional swings that had
to deal with? Every athlete can go
from feeling high as a kite to
lower than dirt in less than a
minute, and it's the coaches job
to help each athlete get over it and
keep going. Coaches also put in
time outside of practice sessions,
planning other practices, worrying about athletes that may be
causing them some concern and
many other things.
Emerson says: "To laugh often and much, to win the respect
of intelligent people and the affection of children, to earn the

appreciation of honest critics and
endure the betrayal of false
friends, to appreciate beauty, to
find the best in others, to leave the
world a bit better, whether by a
healthy child, a garden patch...to
know even one life has breathed
easier because you have lived.
This is to have succeeded!" This
quote is truly the epitome of what
coaching is all about. The feelings that this job bring are worth
more than any fame or monetary
success.
I am a coach and have been
coaching here for four years now,
and now that graduation time approaches I find myself overwhelmed with a sadness that I
cannot shake. To know that I've
had an impact on another persons
life is wonderful, but to willingly
walk away from it is harder than
I ever expected. Not only have I
come to know and care for my
athletes, I have come to consider
them part of my life and thinking
of it without them makes things
seem lonely.
To those of you that coach
and understand the rewarding
feeling coaching can bring and
have taken time out of your schedule to help mold a child's life, I
commend you. To those of you

Cobbler's Bench
LADIES CLOTHING, SHOES, & ACCESSORIES
7 Soudi Main Street • (912) 764-9489

Get Out of
this Town!

Sharon Young ♦ Micheal Simon
Van-Eli • Pine Cove

Alpha Delta Pi & En the Zone Win
CRI Dual "Game of the Week"
Congratulations to Alpha Delta Pi and En the Zone. Both teams were spotlighted
in CRI's Intramural Flag Football "Games of the Week." Alpha Delta Pi left the
field with an 18-0 victory over Alpha Omega Pi on October 9th. On Thursday,
October 11th, En the Zone dominated Must Be 18 to enter with a 26-6 victory.
Adelaide Kwarteng scored three out of four touchdowns. Congratulations to both
teams. This week's game of the week will feature Da Main Event vs. Watson
Scandal on Field #3 of the Multiplex Fields at 9pm on Thursday, October 19th.

R. J. Pope
TRADITIONAL MENSWEAR
5 South Main Street • (912) 764-4306

Polo • Tommy Hilfiger
Hart Schaffer Marx • Cole Hoan

Alpha Delta Pi
gets pumped up.

En the Zone strikes a pose
before heading off to battle.

All New: All Yours: All Free

What Kind of Car

MadAdz
Do You Need Today?

Georgia Southern University

- Outstanding Selection of Cars & Vans
-Free Customer Pick-up & Return
-Cash Rentals Accepted

600 Northside Drive East
Statesboro, GA 30458

764-7450

Behind Enmatk just down from State»bofo Malt

BBS

The first three students
each category to place ads
will get a free T-shirt.
t Just another way in which
MadAdz.com wil
hook you up.

T

Limit one T-shirt per student.

who have not yet experienced this,
I encourage you to do so. The joy
will be endless, even through the
bad times, and you can say that if
nothing else, you have been successful because you have influenced one person.
Erin can be reached by e-mail
at tater_totl3@hotmail.com.

XlldilliC

you
for
reading
Georgenel
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world*s mecca to nightlife-i the
owners of XWERIc are ready to take
you on a journey through light and
soundn mind and soul-

A journey that will take you to a
higher dimension and level.
A
journey
that
will
provide
a
progressive crowd of club goers-, an
upscale atmosphere that is of H§JBrWaudible voltage. This voltage-,
brewed by the pounding sounds of
Eupcpeao and Ppogpessive House-, is
complimented by the sheer euphoric
effects of TPSSICS.
Bringing you the music of tomorrow
here today, X?lcfilc'* MMiSTMM OF
J50*B)K»will pilot your flight to the
ultimate musical destination. SUM
will maintain altitudes beyond your
imagination.
LI-C VOYAGE 3EGiny..
uHJ^DAV • OCL03E=? 19 • MbNJGHJTi
One block west of Courthouse

Downtown M:ACC>3CHO

lfi and over Welcomed

All Day

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
Call for Daily Specials
681-3030

PIZZA* CALZONES • LASAGNA• SPAGHETTI

1 $Q99
Vi

g
>
O
<
~>

Lunch Buffet
11 am to 2 pm
only 3.99
Dinner Buffet 4.99
(weekdays only 6-8)

$8 PBR Buckets
Dart Tournament
Tuesday
Live Trivia

SI Margaritas

764-9007 • 764-9748

g 2 Medium 1-Topping
2
Pizzas for only

$2 Big Mug Refills

Karaoke
All You Can Eat Wings $7-95

All-You-Can-Eat
Hot Wings

s

Saturday
Fran Vidal Band
25<t Wings Until 6 pm
Sunday
25« Wings Until 6 pm
Monday

Wednesday
Beer Bingo
$6.95 Fajitas
$3 Pitchers

STEAK GRINDERS

MEAT &

L1KJL^I±JJ\ I

PIZZA

X\
Wi
~I
05 i

405 Fair Rd.
Next to Recreation Dept.
Open Daily 11 am-11:30pm
FREE DELIVERY

764-7669
Credit Cards Accepted
Ask About Our Phone Card Specials

ffl \

5

7Z\

SQV1VS 333*19 • SH3DMM N3JOIHD

■J~:
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O
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Two for Tuesday

Buy 10 Get 10 Free
$2 Coronas

Monday

HORIZONS
BAR & GRILL

Dolewite & Scooby
254 Wings

Dime Draft Night
S1 Cover til 10 pm

Open Daily 11:30am - 1am

County Line
$9 Buckets of Coors Light

Wednesday

All-New Menu!

$1.00 Pitchers
No Cover Charge

Tuesday

681-3533

Pool Tournament
Call for Drink Specials

Monday

.S4.50

Tuesday

Band Bash 2000
$9 Buckets of Coors Light

Wednesday

Cheeseburger with frfcMt...

Thursday

All You can Eat Wings

..$3,50

Philly Steak and Cheese

Friday

Saturday

F^ood Specials
4:30 to "1 O f>mm.

Chicken Fingers and Fries _

Thursday

Friday & Saturday

AT THE RUSSELL UNION

A Division of Student Affairs

All Movies Show in
Russell Union
Theater

,

SS.00

.$7.00

Bucket of Oysters

iiMiiHtiimiiiiiiiiiini

CINEMA

....$2,95

MMMMMM

Upccming Schedule
The Patriot

Me, Myself & Irene

Thursday, 10/19* 7pm
Friday, 10/20 • 5:30 & 9;30pm
Saturday, 10/22 • 5:30 & 9:30pm

Thursday, 10/26* 7pm
Friday, 10/27 • 7 & 9:30pm
Saturday, 10/28 • 7 & 9:30pm

Mission Impossible 2

Friday, 10/27 • 9:30 pm • Drive-in Movie • Paulson Stadium (FREE)

For more info., call 486-7270
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"I want peace without boredom"
~ Jennifer Nettles
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Esau's brother
6 U.S. Pacific
island territory
10 Swindle
14 Make confused
15_Royale, Ml
16 Cogito sum
17 White House
exterior location
19 Hitchcock thriller,
"_ Window"
20 Kareem AbdulJabbar's sch.
21 Holdups
23 Social functions
27 Sea cow
28 "Citizen Kane"
co-star Everett
29 Named reindeer
30 Now talking!
31 Former Israel P.M.
32 Buchwald or
Garfunkel
35 Osprey's kin
36 Edgar _ Poe
37 Out of the wind
38 Make lace
39 Escargot
40 Polynesian
dances
41 Vinegary
43 Give orders
44 Moved,
emotionally
46 Apartment
renters
47 Raving lunatic
48 "_ of Eden"
49 Small vipers
50 Limeys
56 Footprint
57 Pass out cards
58 Broadcaster
59 Biddies
60 Mary Baker or
Nelson
61 Croatian-bom
U.S. inventor
1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Cookie holder
Ruckus
Today's LPs
Bullfight cheer
Rumbalike dance
Lassies

1

2

14
17
20
23

24

?5

35

49
56
59
©200 OTrib jnt: M
All rig htsri! MTVO)

26
27
29
31
33
34
36
37

1

33

34

"

1

"

60

Govt. farm grp.
Foamy brew
Pogy
Story in
installments
Dejected
Marble material
Code name?
Plot of land
Hall-of-Famer
Slaughter
Thus far
Fauna's partner
Old-fashioned
writing implement
Swiss river
'The Last
Supper," e.g.
Object from
antiquity
Tartan
Respond to a
stimulus
Examinations
Go before
Identifiable
atmosphere

V X

\ <*■ STUDENTS BEWARE

ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens
all advertisements prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept ads for
•^legitimate products and services only.
•Students are urged to exercise caution
when replying to ads — particularly those
which require a credit card number, other
, personal information, or money in advance
lot the delivery of a product or service.
Students are also urged to report to the
. newspaper any suspicious offers which they
!
might see in an ad. Remember, if an offer
T* seems too good to be true, it probably

P^

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The
George-Anne is the official student
newspaper of Georgia Southern University,
frowned and operated by GSU students and
^utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The
newspaper is the oldest continuously d in
Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The
ideas expressed herein are those of the
editor or the individual authors and do not
necessarily represent the views of the
Student
Media
Committee,
the
administration, the faculty and staff of
Georgia Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia. The GeorgeLAnne is published three times weekly during
nhe academic year and five times during
summers. Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor at by phone
at 912/681-5246 or fax at 912/486-7113.
Readers may also send electronic
| Jnessages to the newspaper staff by visiting
I T>ur web site at http://www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023,
F. I. Williams Center. The George-Anne,
P.O. Box 8001, Georgia Southern
Jniversity, Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/681 B246 (News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising)
or 912/486-7113 (Fax)
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to
Refuse any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for
reserving space and submitting advertising
copy is Noon, one week prior to the intended
•publication date.
tor more information, rate cards, sample
publications, contact: Brooks Clements,
Marketing Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418;
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CLOTHES DRIVE: Hosted By Sociological
Society . Donations will proceed Domestic
Violence Shelter and Homeless of
Statesboro. Call 681-4189 for details.
Thanks.
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39 Roman evening
40 Alludes to
42 Paddington
potato chips
43 Lucy's hubby
44 Seles shot
45 Discernment
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46 Add up

48 I say!
51
52
53
54
55

Buntline or Beatty
Hurry along
" Robinson"
Slippery fish
Heston's org.

or Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator,
(912)681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The
newspaper makes every reasonable effort
to present correct and complete information
in advertisements. However, the advertiser
is responsible for proofing the ad upon
publication and should notify the newspaper
immediately in the event of an error. The
newspaper is not responsible for any errors
in advertisements and its liability for
adjustments is limited to the amount of
space the error occupied in the ad. Further,
the newspaper is not responsible for any
damages caused due to an ad's omission
from a particular edition and its responsibility
solely is to reschedule the ad in the next
regular edition at the regular advertising
rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from
students, faculty and staff must be noncommercial in nature and submitted in
writing, with the name of the sender, local
address, and phone number. No free ads
taken via telephone - at this price we
don't take dictation. One free ad per
person per week. Commercial classified are
20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per
insertion. Tearsheets are $2 extra per
insertion.
CIRCULATION
INFORMATION:
Subscription rates for home delivery of The
George-Anne are $35 per semester, or $60
per year, delivered by third class mail.
Please address all inquiries to Courtney
Williams, Business Manager. The GeorgeAnne is distributed free of charge on the
Georgia Southern University campus
through delivery sites located in campus
buildings, at off-campus sites, and in
residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free
copy, and a second for a roommate or
acquaintance, at distribution sites.
Additional copies are 35 cents each and are
available at the Williams Center. However,
unauthorized removal of additional copies
from a distribution site constitutes theft
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors
will seek to have any person(s) who
removes more than the authorized number
of copies from distribution sites prosecuted
to the full extent of the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft
of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed
by Some, Read by them AM" - from Robert
Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call Bob
and he can tell you who he stole it from
originally.

FOR SALE 1989 4-door Honda Accord. 5speed cruise control. $1500 obo. Call 4891932 after 2pm or leave message.
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FOR SALE 1993 Saturn. $4000. Call 8717669 leave message.

jG0THITey-TH£gAlu

1989 HONDA CRX 5-speed, manual, 108K,
great condition. Inside and outside new
tires, clutch, timing belt. Runs great! Must
see to apprectiate. Call 486-3183. $3200
obo.

saw.

IflWOCEPQE

1994 CAMARO Burgundy in mint
condition. 84K. CD player, AM, FM Radio.
$5200 obo. Cal Ali at 871 -6667.
FOR SALE 1996 Haundai Accent. $1750
obo, and take over payment. Call 681 -2886
for more information.

80 Computers &
Software
FOR SALE 4200 bubble jet printer with
discs. $55. Call Lee Ann at 681-4189.

teeClixQVttftmiLafn

Gongfarmers

90 Education
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of
things to do that are educational and fun.
On-line at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/
funstuff/

120 Furniture &
Appliances
FOR SALE loveseat/sofabed for $20 and
four-drawer dresser for $40 obo. Call Eric
or Jennifer at 681 -9552.
BEAUTIFUL DAYBED with mattress. Only
slept on twice. Paid $350, selling for $175!!!!
If interested, call 865-5099.

160 Miscellaneous for
Sale
TOOLBOX FOR fullsize stepside truck with
CB and Bike mounts. Ask for Jason, $125.
SEGA DREAMCAST plus extra control,
vmu card, two games (NFL2K and Striker
Pro 2000). All cables included. $200 call
764-281 and ask for Alex.

180 Musical
BASS GUITAR amp for sale. Rogue 50
watts RMS lots features. Excellent
condition. $200 obo. Call 688-3112 ask for
Brian.

190 Personal
I miss my little sister! Enjoy your last year
at college. The real world is tough. I miss
all my ADPi sisters too. Pi love and mine,
Lyndsey Ham

Ofce BEDROOM in Park Place available.
No Deposit!! $200/month + 1/2 utilities.
Available during 2000-2001 school year.
Personal bathroom. Fully furnished. 8716208 or leave a message.

COMPLETELY FURNISHED!
Pets
welcomed. 2F's needed to share double
wide 20 minutes from Statesboro. $200 +
1/3 utilities a month. Call for more details.
865-2222.

ONE BEDROOM in Park Place available.
No deposit! $200/month + 1/2 utilities.
Washer/Dryer. Available during the 20002001 school year. Personal bathroom fully
furnished 871-6208.

LOOKING FOR A FEMALE ROOMATE TO
SHARE APARTMENT COSTS? I am
looking for a female roomate to move in with
a.s.a.p. call me at 312-557-3532 ask for
Maggie

LOOKING FOR someone to take over lease
starting January for spacious 4 bd 3ba apt
in Hawthorne II. $250/month. Please call
681-1013.

195 Personal
Electronics
FOR SALE on 10' kicker comp sub and
Orion 300 watt amp. $300 obo call Chris at
688-3112.
PLAYSTATION FOR sale! Only $75
(negotiable). It's almost brand new! 2
controllers and demo game included. Call
871-4671.

Wain Lint

Bi-^J '' J ■~rT
JOINTHE-IBM

I JUST want to thank Toad for being my best
friend. I couldn't ask for more -M

3

3
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RANDOM ACTS of Kindness Week is
November 6th through 13th.

N

V

O S

HEAD RUSH Entertainment presents
Freaky Friday the 13th at Horizions from
9:00p.m. until. Enter pool tournament for
cash prizes. HC 2000 . If you are scared
say it.
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ANNUAL TENT event to be held October
24th. Cost $5.00 (donation) per participant.
For more information call 871-1435.
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CONGRATULATIONS ON Phi Mu, Kelso
and Mandy! Lauren - Golden girls are on!
Thanks for being peachy rommates! With
Love, Krisabelie.
VOLUNTEER TUTORS needed for GS Top
Step grades 2nd -12th. For more info and
workshop schedule contact Volunteer
Services at 871-1435.

^^K

sda s ervicc s, Inc

FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE
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TH£ KCrRONiOES

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28th is National
"Make a Difference Day", a national day of
service sponsored by USA TODAY.

43
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20 Announcements

The K Chronicles

I NEED a ride home to Dublin Georgia on
Oct. 20. I will pay $20 for gas. For more
info call 681-8471.
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student and faculty ads to be run in the
George-Anne must have a NAME, P.O.
OX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads will be
rejected if they do not have this
information. NO EXCEPTIONS.

^

1

&

4

3

10 G-A Action Ads

;

Classifieds, etc.

Today's Quote

^

FOR SALE one Sega Dreamcast, Two
controllers, one memory card and N.F.L.2K.
$150 call Brent at 871-3352 or 852-9367
(after 6:00p.m.)

200 Pets & Supplies
AKC REGISTERED German Shepards
puppies black/tan, Sable, white males and
females 6 weeks old $200-$250 call in
evenings shots and wormed.

220 Rentals & Real
Estate
LOOKING FOR someone to take over lease
starting January for spacious 2bd 2ba apt
in Eagle Court. $250/month. Please call
681-1243.
COMPLETELY FURNISHED!
Pets
welcomed. 2f's needed to share double
wide 20 minutes from Statesboro. $200 +
1 /3 utilities per month. Call for more details.
865-2222.

SPACIOUS 2BEDROOM 21/2 bath
townhouse available for rent at Greenbriar
Apts. For more info call 871-7004 or 6811166.

230 Roommates
Female needed ASAP to share a new
doublewide 5 minutes from school. Rent is
$225 water & lot, 1/3 of the bills. Must be
clean. 871 -5348

TWO ROOMATES needed to sublease very
nice house in very nice neighborhood. Only
$215 a month rent plus 1/4 utilities. Please
call Mike at 681 -5071 or Stacy at 489-9405.
FEMALE ROOMATE needed spring! Cozy
home, quiet location, excellent price. Don't
pass up this opportunity. Call now! 8713674. Leave a message.

240 Services
NEED HANDWRITTEN papers, notes or
anything else typed? Call 871-6661 for
details. Ask for Justin.

290 Travel
FUN & STUFF VisitourWeb
site for list of places to visit and things to do
that are both educational and fun. On-line

at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/
funstuff/

FEMALE ROOMATE needed 4BR Apt.
Players Club. January-August or thru May.
$260 first then $210/month. Call 681-9222

310 Wanted
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for Holiday
Helper Tree. Begins October 23rd. Call
681 -5443 or 871 -1435 for more information.

j Rip Us Off.

■
Z
I
■
■
I
■
j
■
I
■
■

That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat.
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you-and not your folks
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you
are a congenitalliar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and
staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please
- no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.

■
J
J
■
■
I
■
j
■
2
2
■

LOOKING FOR one bedroom one bath
apartment for spring semester. Rent $350
and below. Please call Teresa at 688-2620.
No roomates please.
AVAILABLE TO sub-lease January 1st
2000. Spacious 1 bedroom apartment, 1
full bath, washer and dryer. Water included
only 4-month lease! $350 per month.
Please call 681 -9622 leave message.
STUDENT TRANSFERINGneeds
someone to take over lease at Stadium
Walk starting Jan. 1. 2br 1ba $465/month.
also have furniture for sale. Please call 681 2466.

"V

"V

*V

"V

*v

SPRING BREAK 2001

Jamaica. Cancun, Florida, Barbados, Bahamas.
Now Hiring Campus Raps. Earn 2 Free Trips.
Free Meals... Book by Nov. 2nd. Call for FREE Info
pack or visit on-Hne sunsplashtours.com

1-800-426-7710
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Feminists Watch Out:

Miss America is
Looking a Little
Better

Associated Press

Oh, Miss A. For so many years, we' ve
poked fun at you. Snickered at your helmet hair. Speculated on your Barbieshaped feet in their spike heels. Sneered at
your vapid, guaranteed-to-please platforms: Child welfare? Ooh - daring!
Each time you said brains, we said butt
glue. We suggested that you - you! with your college education, your career
aspirations, were nothing but a... bimbo.
Except it turns out that the laugh was
on us. That young women, increasingly,
view you the way you've always viewed
yourself. As an ideal.
"Let's face it," said Holly Lepore, 27,

of Philadelphia, "there are not enough
role models for young girls." Wait a
minute — female candidates are winning Senate seats, women's soccer teams
are filling stadiums, and a beauty queen is
a role model? Sure, said Lepore, as her
sister-in-law, Carla,also27,nodded. "Miss
America is usually intelligent."
This is where we make the obligatory
comment about how strutting in high
heels and a scrap of Lycra might have
little to do with brains. Guess what
Young women don't see a conflict.
"Let's face it," said Lepore, "appearance matters a lot. You don't have to be
the most beautiful girl, but it helps."

Getting in Shape is
a Fight You Can Win

Lepore might call that pragmatism.
Others see it as part of an antifeminist
backlash often voiced by young
women, even those of considerable
accomplishment. As in, "I'm not a
feminist, but..."
It's something that Wendy Kaminer
hears all the time. Kaminer heads the
Radcliffe Public Policy Institute in
Cambridge, Mass., and writes frequently on women's issues. "It's a
depressing development," she said, of
the "I'm smart and a babe" phenomenon. "Beauty has always been at a
premium in our society, and it seems
that now, it's almost more valued than
ever, partly because it's become possible for so many people to make themselves conventionally beautiful through
plastic surgery;"
Kaminer sees a generational split in
the beauty-vs.-brains debate. Older
women grew up with what was then
called the women's-lib movement,
which celebrated intellectual and athletic achievements over looks. Those
generations were the first to turn their
backs on Miss America as the embodiment of feminine ideals: pretty rather
than beautiful, sweet rather than smart.
Instead — so stereotype had it —

they burned their bras, quit shaving
their legs, barged into previously allmale bastions. Such as law school.
Fast-forward a few generations.
These days, young working women
are portrayed by "Ally McBeal," a
show about a young corporate lawyer
in hankie-size skirts.
"It's a show that I find a little bit
disturbing and incredibly retro," said
Kaminer. "Its message is that it's not
enough to be a good lawyer; you also
have to look great in short, tight
clothes." To which young women
patiently respond: So what?
It's an attitude made acceptable by
the Miss America pageant's adoption
of what Sarah Banet-Weiser calls "diluted feminism." Banet-Weiser, an assistant professor at the Annenberg
School for Communication at the University of Southern California. "It
looks like liberal feminist rhetoric,"
she said of the way Miss America bills
itself as a scholarship — not a beauty
— pageant, and sells the swimsuit
segment of the evening as a fitness
evaluation. "It's an easy, palatable
rhetoric of women's rights ... that appeals to the younger audience," said
Banet-Weiser.

BEGISTER TO WINff

Let's face it. Getting in shape IS a
fight. But with our Fitness Kk&boxing
am, you'll be a winner.

Weekly Drawing for a

Though we
spar, we do everything a
top kickboxer does to get
in championship shape.
Kicking is great for the abs,
buns, and thighs. Pu
is great for the back. arms.

By Dana MacKay

Assistant Lifestyles Editor

Mel Gibson has had few flops
in his long standing career as an
actor. "The Patriot" is no exception. Gibson plays Benjamin
Martin, a South Carolina farmer,
widowed with seven children.
When discussion comes of the
possibility of a war for independence, he chooses to stay home

(Drawing Held Every Friday)

So why not give Fil
xing a fry with a free
class? Let us help you win the
to get in shape. Call now!

Special Photo 1.4

BLACK BEIT ACAMM*

406 Fair Road
764-3844

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
681-5181 • 1 (800) 861-7059

http://www.gsnstore.com * ustore@gasou.edu

Mon-Thurs 7:45am-6:00pm • Fri 7:45am-5:00pm • Sat llam-5pm

MEMBER: National Association of Professional Martial Artists

sites. Eagle Cinema is hosting the
movie in the Russell Union Theater. On Thursday the film will be
showing at 7 p.m., on Friday it will
be shown at 5:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m., and on Saturday at 5:30 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m. Admission is free
for GSU students. For more information, call 486-7270.

M

Thanks for reading the
George-Anne every
Monday,
Wednesday
and Friday

EDOIE LOTT'S

ATA

and gore, while it doesn't come *
close to "Braveheart", is still
worth seeing the movie. The ,
screenplay was written by Rob- <
ert Rodat, the same man who
recieved a 1998 Oscar nomination for Best Original Screen- ,5
play for "Saving Private Ryan."
The film was shot on location in
South Carolina, near actual his- /f
toric Revolutionary War battle

BEING PATRIOTIC:
I
Mel Gibson as Benjamin Martin and Heath Ledger as his son,
Gabriel Martin, play in the "The Patriot" showing this weekend <<j#
in the Union Theater.
to protect his family. Having already fought in French and Indian
War, he knows the haunting nightmares that follow. When his eldest son (Heath Ledger) enlists,
circumstance force him to fight.
He leads a makeshift militia, made
of peasants, slaves, and a minister.
What ensues is all the fighting

Shopping
Spree

full-body workout, and it's fun.

"The Patriot" Comes to
Eagle Cinema

A Member of the National Association of College Stores

Ellis
Farm
Fresh
Meats
Come In And See "The Biggest Little Meat Market In Statesboro Is Growing"
117 W. MAIN DOWNTOWN (Across from the Post Office)
HOURS: Monday - Saturday 8:00 AM - 7:00 PM
Call For Case Prices 489-4216 • Statesboro 489-8032
Gift Certificates Available

IMow ACCEPTING THE EBT CARD
Round Steak Pork Loin
Homestyle
Smoke $
79
11.25 Lb.
Sausage
LB.
LB.
Box
40 I,B. CUSP
5 lb. Bag Monarch
Ellis Country
Farm Rich Battered
Smoke Bacon Apple Sticks,
CookeddJ

$1

$019

Vegetable

$095
JIP^dl
-£y 5 Lbs. ^^S^a# Sticks,
SLICED FREE

Meat For
The Month
•
•
•
•
•

6 - 8 Oz. Ribeyes
3 Lb. Sirloin Steak
3 Lb. Chuck Roast
4 Lb. Ground Chuck
3 Lb. Bacon

jor Yam Sticks

• 10 - 4 Oz. Pork Chops |
• 3 Lb. Shoulder Roast
•3 Lb. Cut Up Fryers
• 3 Lb, Sausage
CUT & WRAPPED FREE!

Beef Freezer
Pack

• 10 -12 oz. T-Bone Steaks
•3-12 oz, Sirloin
• 20 - 4 oz. Cube Steaks
♦2-3 lb, Chuck Roast
• 3 -16 oz. Boneless Stew
•6-12 oz. New York
•20- lib. Pack Ground Beef Strips

Meat *
Balls

12 LB.
BAG

Vegetable For
The Month

• 2 Lbs. Butter Beans
• 2 Lbs. Speckled Butter Beans
■ 2 Lbs. Cut Green Beans
• 2 Lbs. Cut Squash
• 2 Lbs. Cut Okra
• 2 Lbs. White Acre Peas
• 2 Lbs. Zipper Peas
• 2 Lbs. Silver Queen
(White Corn on Cob) 8 Pk.
• 2 Lbs. Mixed Vegetables
• 2 Lbs. Field Peas & Snaps
• 4 Lbs. John Cope's Silver
Queen Cream Corn

5 Lbs.
Smoked
Hocks
s

SAVE
l0°°
s
39.95 Value

Discount
Deluxe

• 6 - 8 Oz. Ribeyes
• 2 -16 Oz. Boneless
Stew
• 3 Lb. Chuck Roast
• 10 - 4 Oz. Chuck
Patties
• 10 - 4 Oz. Center Cut
Pork Chops

3~I,bs Beef Roast
3-Ijbs. Ground Beef
3-Lbs. Cube Steak
3-L-bs. Chicken
3-Lbs. Fresh Sausage
3-I,bs. Smoke Sausage
3-Lbs. Beef Patties
3-JLbs. Boston Butt
3-I.bs. Sliced Picnic Ham
3-I.bs, Spare Kibs
3-Lbs. Beef Ribs
3-I.bs. Hot Dogs
3-I.bs. Fish
3-JLbs- Bacon
3-I.bs- Bologna
3-Lbs. Spice Hani
3-X<b$- First Cut
Pork Chops
3-I.bs. Beef Stew
3-I.bs. Ox Tail

• S Lbs. Ground Chuck
Beef
• 3 Lbs. Pork Spare
Ribs
• 3 Lbs. Cut Up Fryers
• 2-16 Oz. Pkgs. Ellis
Sausage

•
•
•
•
•

6
3
3
4
3

$3995
Any 6 Items

$

95

59

Any 9 Items

$7495

5p

Fresh

LB.

Chicken Wings
"1*

LB.

70 LB.
Variety Pack

5-Lbs. Cube Steak
5-Lbs. Ox Tail
5-Lbs. Cut Up
Chicken
5-Lbs. Turkey Wings
5-Lbs. Pork Chop
5-Lbs. Pork Neck
Bones
5-Lbs. Leg Quarters
• 5-Lbs. Ground Chuck

5-Lbs. Smoke
Sausage
5-Lbs. Pig Feet
5-Lbs. Whiting
Fillets
5-Lbs. Beef Ribs
5-Lbs. Beef Roast |
5-Lbs. Bacon
2.5-Lbs. Rice
• 5-Lbs. Potatoes

Any 12 Items

Ron's Choice
Pack
• 8 Oz. Chuck Eye
Lb. Round Steak
Lb. Chuck Roast
Lb. Ground Chuck
Lb. Pork Steak

Beef Patties

Lean Ground Chuck

"

Your Choice

FREE

4-6 oz. Ellis

Claxton Fresh
Chicken
Leg Quarters

Half or Whole

Ellis Choice

• 3 Lb. Chicken
• 3 Lb. Fresh Ham
• 6 - 8 Oz. Chuck
Patties
• 3 Lb. Picnic Ham

SO Lb.
Budget Pack

• 5-Lbs.
5-Lbs.
j ♦ 5-Lbs.
• 5-Lbs.
5-Lbs.

Pork Chops
Pork Neckbones
Bacon
Hot Dogs
Cubed Steak

♦
•
•
•
•

5-Lbs.
5-Lbs.
5-Lbs.
5-Lbs.
5-Lbs.

Beef Patties
Turkey Necks
Sausage
Ground Chuck
Cut Up Fryers

2 1/2 JLbs. Rice or 5 Lbs. Potatoes

FREE

———■——■—■——
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